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Dutch Flat’s Monte Vista Inn has take-out food and drink service
This is the third edition of Community for
which I have served as Editor. In the first edition,
delivered in June, we published articles about
whether or not to wear a mask, “The Forgotten
Pandemic: The 1918 Spanish Flu”, cancellation
of the annual, Community Center sponsored
July 4th Parade and festivities, and questions as
to whether the Dutch Flat Pool and the Golden
Drift Museum would open. By the second
edition, delivered in September, restrictions had
eased somewhat, hence, we were able to report
on the drive-by Liberty Parade, held on July 4th
in Dutch Flat, and the successful season at the
Dutch Flat Pool. On the other hand, that issue of
Community contained announcements regarding
the cancellation of the White Elephant and Estate
Treasures Sale, the Community Center sponsored
Halloween festivities, and the fact that the Golden
Drift Museum was not able to open this season.
That issue also contained an article, reprinted
from the Placer County e-newsletter, declaring
the “End of Local COVID-19 Emergency”.

Our community has not been
immune to the effects of COVID-19.
Now, as COVID-19 cases and hospitalizations
have surged to new heights, it is clear that the
local COVID-19 emergency is not over, and
stores, restaurants, hotels, churches and other
businesses are still forced to alter their normal
practices. Like the entire world, our community
has not been immune to the effects of COVID-19.
Dutch Flat Trading Post and The Alta Store
have stayed open throughout the pandemic,
serving our community well. Alta’s Bear Cave
was forced to close. The Monte Vista Inn
reduced its days open and turned to take-out
food and drink service to survive. Mountain
Springs Hitch-n-Post has both opened and closed
its indoor food and drink operations, following
changing state guidelines. Both restaurants
have experienced a significant drop in revenue,
as a result of the restrictions caused by this
pandemic. The Attic thrift store, which serves as
a fundraising entity for the Alta Fire Department,
was only able to open for a few weeks this year.
The Dutch Flat Hotel has remained open,
but has been forced to operate at 20% capacity,

experiencing a significant drop in revenue. The
Golden Drift Museum was not able to open to
visitors in 2020 and hosted no events. The Dutch
Flat Pool opened fewer days this summer, without
pool-side furniture and with limited capacity. The
Dutch Flat Community Center canceled all of
its indoor events, including several fundraising
events and its monthly community potlucks.
Our local churches have continued to serve
their congregations in different ways. The
Pioneer Union Church has moved to outdoor
and online services. Sierra First Baptist
Church offers both in-church and online
Sunday services. Their weekly food pantry has
continued to serve the community throughout
the pandemic. The Dutch Flat United Methodist
Church has provided no information regarding
weekly services, but has had to cancel its
monthly fundraising Pancake Breakfasts.
Our citizens have also suffered during this
pandemic. Job losses and isolation are just the
beginning of the overall difficulty our community
continues to endure as a result of this pandemic.
The Alta-Dutch Flat School has opened and
closed, following state guidelines, making life and
learning this year very different for its students.
COVID-19 vaccines have just become
available and are expected to be distributed
to the general public in the Spring of 2021.
These vaccines have gone through the same
rigorous clinical trials, followed by FDA
testing, that all previous vaccines have had
to withstand. The only difference is the time
it took to develop the COVID-19 vaccines.
Development time was significantly curtailed
because of the quality of American scientists
and incentives offered to the pharmaceutical
companies by the United States government.
The COVID-19 vaccine efficacy is 90-94%,
while the yearly flu vaccine is generally about 60%
effective. The American scientific community
has full confidence in the safety and efficacy of
the vaccines. Vaccinating the population is the
best way to eradicate the virus. Please plan to
get the vaccine, as soon as it is available to you.
Until then, we must continue to work as a
community to reduce our risk of contracting the
virus. That means wearing a mask, washing your
hands, and watching your distance from others.

The Regional Stay Home Order, announced
December 3, 2020, and a supplemental
order, signed December 6, 2020, will go into
effect at 11:59 PM the day after a region
has been announced to have less than 15%
ICU availability. The supplemental order
clarifies retail operations and goes into effect
immediately. They prohibit private gatherings of
any size, close sector operations except for critical
infrastructure and retail, and require 100%
masking and physical distancing in all others.
Once triggered, these orders will remain in effect
for at least 3 weeks. After that period, they will
be lifted when a region’s projected ICU capacity
meets or exceeds 15%. This will be assessed on
a weekly basis after the initial 3 week period.
As COVID-19 cases sharply increase across
the country and California, Governor Gavin
Newsom and state public health officials
announced immediate actions today to slow

California is strengthening its
face covering guidance to require
individuals to wear a mask
whenever outside their home.
the spread of the virus. California is also
strengthening its face covering guidance to
require individuals to wear a mask whenever
outside their home, with limited exceptions.
“We are sounding the alarm,” said Governor
Newsom. “California is experiencing the fastest
increase in cases we have seen yet –faster than what
we experienced at the outset of the pandemic or
even this summer. The spread of COVID-19, if left
unchecked, could quickly overwhelm our health
care system and lead to catastrophic outcomes.
That is why we are pulling an emergency brake
in the Blueprint for a Safer Economy. Now is
the time to do all we can – government at all
levels and Californians across the state – to
flatten the curve again as we have done before.”
The rate of growth in confirmed COVID-19
cases is faster than it was in July, which led
to a significant peak in cases. This requires a
swift public health response and action from
all Californians to slow the spread of the virus.
Immediate action will help protect individuals
at higher risk of severe illness or death from
COVID-19 and will help keep the state’s health care
delivery system from becoming overwhelmed.
“The data we are seeing is very concerning.
We are in the midst of a surge, and time is of the
essence. Every day matters and every decision
matters,” said California Health and Human
Services Secretary Dr. Mark Ghaly. “Personal
decisions are critical, and I am I imploring every
Californian to stay home if they can, wear a mask
whenever they leave their homes, limit mixing,
practice physical distancing and wash their hands.”
Today’s action will remain in effect until
the State Public Health Officer determines
it is appropriate to make modifications
based on public health conditions and data.
California will continue to update the
Blueprint for a Safer Economy based on the
best available public health data and science.
For more information about the Blueprint
and what Californians can do to prevent the
spread of COVID-19, visit covid19.ca.gov.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Ongoing Events - Some are currently
canceled, due to pandemic.

A letter from the
DFCC Board President,
Bob Kims
Thanksgiving is past and it is one of my favorite holidays because I get to eat. I hope you all
enjoyed it because now it is time for Christmas and Hanukkah. In past years we would be looking
forward to Holiday gatherings, including the December potluck with all of the decorations and good
food. See, I am back to the subject of eating again. Kathy is a big, big fan of Christmas and she goes
all out with the decorations. Our house looks like elves, Santa and reindeer would be right at home.
Some of us might feel a little down because we are restricting our activities during this pandemic. A
house full of Christmas decorations sure will make you smile.
Your Dutch Flat Community Center Board of Directors made a decision early on in the current
pandemic to cancel sponsorship of all events that might put people at risk. We want to make every
effort to keep our friends and neighbors safe and healthy. These cancelled events include not only
the monthly potlucks, but also all fundraisers and other events such as the 4th of July parade. The
Parade was featured in the last newspaper and some readers questioned why the DFCC encouraged
an event that put people in close proximity. It did continue this past July, however, your DFCC did
not sponsor the event. Recommendations, warnings and personal opinions for what is safe and what
is not are not only widely varied but seem to be changing all the time. The DFCC plans to continue
the policy of not sponsoring any events that group people together for now. We are doing this out
of “an abundance of caution”. Has any of us heard that saying enough yet? Most of our members
and volunteers are at high risk for Covid19 due to age and/or other health issues. I know that I miss
seeing everyone and the personal interaction that might include shaking hands or sharing a hug.
Please consider this a virtual hug from me. I look forward to the time when this pandemic is behind
us and we can all get together again, even if we have to do it in a “new normal”. Let’s all do our part
to remain safe and keep each other healthy.
Social distancing and other safety measures have become a part of all of our lives. They have
also delayed some repairs and other work at the Center. We have been able to do a few repairs
and upkeep, such as replacing some outdoor trim that had dry rot and a few other items. More
maintenance and repairs are needed and we hope to get back to them as the pandemic allows. The
Center is a grand old building and like any old building it requires lots and lots of maintenance. All
of that maintenance costs money and all of our usual fundraisers had to be canceled this year. The
insurance on the building alone is over $12,000. Soon we will be sending out reminders for annual
membership dues. We know that some members have struggled financially during the pandemic,
but if any other members feel like they can help out please remember that any additional donations
you can make might be tax deductible. The Dutch Flat Community Center is a 501c(3) nonprofit
organization.
One major repair is currently being done as I write
this letter. The Center has been dealing with
water accumulating in the basement for many
years. Various fixes have been attempted with
mixed success. Many readers know that our area
has springs that make water a problem for many
of us. The basement has pooled water right now,
even though there has been almost no rain. There
was damage to many items stored below the
Center during a past wet winter. One of our local
contractors, Bob Hampshire, is installing a major
fix that should help with the bulk of the problem in the basement. We are very fortunate that he is
doing this work at a “friends and family” rate. He also located some leaks when the area was cleared
so those repairs will also help. The DFCC wants to offer a big thank you to Bob and his crew for
their hard work. We may not be able to stop all of the water intruding into the basement, as none of
us can stop springs underground, however these repairs should reduce the problem.

The Attic: Thursdays, 11 am - 2 pm.
Bingo: 1st Fridays, 7:00 pm. Alta Community
Center. Proceeds benefit the Alta Volunteer Fire
Department.
Dutch Flat Community Center Board of
Directors Meeting: 2nd Mondays, 6:00 pm.
Location varies. Contact Bob Kims, 530-3898684.
Dutch Flat Community Center Potluck:
3rd Thursdays. Sept. - June, 6:00 pm. Dutch Flat
Community Center, 933 Stockton St. Bring a
place setting and a dish to share.
Dutch Flat United Methodist Church
Pancake Breakfast: 2nd Saturdays, 8:00 am
-10:00 am.
Dutch Flat United Methodist Church:
Sundays. Fellowship Dinner, 5:00 pm. Worship
Service, 6:00 pm.
Golden Drift Historical Society Board
Meeting: 1st Sunday of February, April, June,
August, October and December, 3 pm. Location
varies. Contact Sarah Fugate, 530-389-2121.
NFARA Board Meeting: 3rd Tuesdays,
7:00 pm. Location varies. Contact Jim Ricker,
530-389-8344.
Pioneer Union Church, Gold Run: Worship
Service, Sundays, 10 am, online; Parking Lot
service when weather permits.
Sierra First Baptist Church, Alta: Worship
Service, Sundays, 11 am. 33990 Alta Bonny
Nook Rd., Alta. Contact 530-389-2168.
Sierra First Baptist Church Bible Study:
Mondays, 8:30 am,
Sierra First Baptist Church Community
Lunch: Mondays, 11:30 am - 12:30 pm. Free.
Sierra First Baptist Church Food Pantry:
Thursdays, 10 am - 12 pm.

Drive by the Center and you will not only notice the drainage repair going on, but also some
landscaping clean-up. Blackberries, vinca and weeds had taken over large portions of the property.
I heard someone comment after some areas were cleared that they didn’t realize the property was
that big. This is the second time in recent years that some of this had to be cleared. My hope is
that these areas will get covered with something that doesn’t allow this growth to come back again.
Once the drainage repairs are complete, and when weather allows, we plan to start planting as per
a landscaping plan. (I hope to dig in the dirt, not in mud.) There is a rock wall at the back of the
property that was mostly hidden under the overgrowth. Now that it is cleared you can see how nice
it looks and you can also see that the wall is in need of some repair. Hopefully, one or more of you
reading this have the knowledge to do the repairs and are willing to donate your work or at least offer
a discount to the DFCC.
The DFCC survives only through the generous support of all of you. Your support comes in the
form of volunteer work and donations. Volunteering opportunities during this pandemic are limited
and we do not know when we will be able to start fundraising activities again. Please support the
DFCC in any way you can.
Happy Holidays to everyone and a Happy New Year!
Bob

By Bill Gallaher
This is a story by a military vet, for vets, and
about vets and their families.
If you’re a military veteran, especially a
veteran who has been deployed away from
home, “Welcome Home” has a special meaning.
We have a number of vets in our tri-village
area of Alta. Dutch Flat, and Gold Run and we
all have stories. Stories that will make you cry,
laugh, and, sometimes, make you ask why did
that happen? Stories of families effected by their
veteran’s experiences, stories about how our
experiences changed us, and stories that will
touch us all in different ways.
I’m asking all vets and families to join with
me in sharing our stories. Please email me at
hiddnlakes@aol.com. I will share your pain and
joys with our community.
Since I am asking you all to share, and because
someone has to be the first, I’ll start.
I first heard “welcome home” from another
Vietnam vet when I came home from Vietnam
in 1972. This is my journey from before to after.
A Tale of Two Lives
It was the best of best years, it was the worst
of worst years.
South Viet Nam, 1971, 3500’ somewhere over
the Ho Chi Min trail. Pilot to Navigator: “Hey
Hooey, looks like defoliant being sprayed down
there.” Navigator to Pilot: “That’s probably
Agent Orange. My brother is a Marine and was
sprayed with it. I wonder if it will hurt him?”
My first life was before I went to Vietnam in

My first life was before I went to
Vietnam in 1971.
1971. I was a red blooded American boy. White,
middle class, Eagle Scout, the typical WASP. I
grew up through the 50’s and 60’s, believing that
the United States, (the good guys, the guys in
the white hats, right?) was always right. We had
never been in a war we couldn’t or wouldn’t win,
so when my country sent me to Vietnam to help
stop communism from spreading throughout SE
Asia, I went willingly. I believed the Vietnamese
people supported the war and I was part of the
force sent to help them win the war. I believed
my government, “the establishment”, when I
was told we were doing the right thing in Nam.
I believed what my parents told me because
they were part of that same establishment and
believed the same lie. My government and those
beliefs were my foundation on which I based my
life. It was the worst of lies.
My second life’s embryo began to develop a
few weeks after I arrived in Viet Nam in 1971. By
that time, I knew the American people, including
many returning veterans were against the war.
(My brother was at the Vietnam veterans antiwar rally in Washington DC on April 19, 1971).
But I still believed in our mission. In 1971 I
was a USAF captain and had been a Weapons
Systems Operator, or WSO, in F-101s for almost
4 years. I was expected to support my mission of
defending the USA from outside attacks without
question. That was easy.
In Vietnam, my mission changed. Rather
than defending the United States from outside
attackers, my new job was aerial surveillance
as a navigator on an EC-47, an electronic
countermeasures aircraft. Between things I
learned through my job, and spending my down
time in Saigon, I started seeing differences
between what I had been led to believe, and what
I learned to be closer to the truth. For the most part,
I saw little support from the Vietnamese people.
The locals saw us as an army of occupation, not
one of liberation.
As warriors, we began to see decisions that
affected us in the field being made by politicians
thousands of miles away. Bureaucrats told us
what targets to hit and which to leave alone.
When to fly and when to sit. We knew of targets
that were important for winning the war that
were never hit, and I saw bridges that were
already destroyed hit numerous times. We were
never allowed to win. We kept asking how the
most powerful nation in the world, with the
best military in the world, could lose to a small
country with very little air power.
I began to realize that we were fighting an
unpopular war (in both countries), for a reason
we didn’t understand, in a foreign country that
didn’t want us there, risking our lives away
from our families-for what? Men and women
pointlessly died fighting an unjust war. Yes,
maybe the initial reason was honorable, to
keep communism from spreading in South East

Welcome Home
A personal story

EC-47 over the Mekong Delta, South Vietnam
Asia, the “Domino Theory”, but we were never
allowed to accomplish our mission, which to a
soldier is nonsensical.
My second life began to grow quickly after
I returned home. I realized how much the
American People were against the war when I
was told during the “coming home” briefing
that wearing my uniform outside military bases
could be dangerous. So rather than coming home
to honor and respect, I was ashamed to be part of
the military. I was confused. What happened to
my foundation? My government, my foundation,
had been lying to me and the American public.
I was part of the lie that I had believed and part
of the reason lives were being lost because of
that lie. My foundation crumbled. I didn’t know
what other lies had been told by my government,
my parents and the rest of the establishment.
After I returned to “the world”, nothing made
sense anymore and I finally dropped out. I had
to get away from the lies and seek my truth. I
left my wife and two young children and moved
to the mountains to be alone. My whole value
system had crumbled and I didn’t know what
was truth anymore. I felt like a glass jar that was
filled with worthless values (worthless because
I didn’t know what was truth) that belonged
to other people. I had to empty out the jar and
then fill it back up with my own values. My
journey took me through many interpersonal
relationships, 3 marriages (Nancy, my third and
final love of 39 years, is finally the right one) and
much spiritual searching, including a Shoshone
Sun Dance Ceremony. As I sit here now, I have
accepted back some of the values that were given
by my parents but now they are my own and I
understand why I have them. Some I never took
back and some values I discovered on my own.
Some that I accepted back were family and God,
and some I rejected included to totally trust my
government. I feel I am who I am today because
of Vietnam and the values my experience there
forced me to examine. As a result, it was the
single most best of best years, it was the single
most worst of worst years of my life. I think
that if I had a firm belief in God and His values
when I went to Nam, I would have been able to
fall back on those values, knowing I was where
He wanted me. A belief in God also would have
helped me not be so lost when I came home. I
would have had a foundation upon which to build
my life. In the Bible, Jesus warns of building on
a foundation that can be destroyed. My belief in
Jesus, and His values, are the only things that
makes sense for me today.

Our country has learned from the
Vietnam experience.
As usual, there is a silver lining. Our country
has learned from the Vietnam experience.
We learned because we lost almost 60,000 soldiers
in combat. We learned because thousands more
died after they returned home from wounds that
killed years later. We learned because families
were irreparably scarred. (My brother stepped on
a land mine and was sprayed with Agent Orange.
He died 25 years later from complications. I don’t
see his name on the wall. Our own government
sprayed us with a carcinogen and didn’t give a
damn about the long term effects.) We learned
because returning soldiers couldn’t cope with
what was real anymore. With what was truth. I
had supported a lie that killed my brother and
wounded thousands of other families. PTSD is a
silent killer with few visible scars.
So what did we, the American people, learn
from the tragedy of Viet Nam? One of the values
my father taught me, that I kept, was to learn from
my mistakes. I believe the most important thing
we, as US citizens, have learned is to honor and

support our troops in subsequent wars. Blame the
war, not the warrior. When I returned home, I felt
very little support or honor from people outside
my family. In less than a year, I had drastically
changed. My family, much as they tried, could
not understand what I experienced any more
than I could understand what they experienced.
More than anyone, I think my sister, because
we had been very close all our lives, noticed the
change. My family wanted to understand me and
I wanted to understand them. After a particularly
rough time after I came home, even my Dad,
a WWII B-24 pilot asked me “What happened
over there”? I could only answer “I don’t know”.
I didn’t even begin to understand until much later
following therapy at the Vietnam vets center.
We who went to Nam did it because it was
a duty, not because we supported the war. We
were drafted. We did not volunteer. What choice
did we have? Go to Canada, or refuse to go to
Vietnam and end up in jail, or accept our fate
and serve our country with honor. Most of us had
families and we honored them by going.
Forty-five years later, I think back on my
experience in Nam. Fortunately, the good
memories are stronger than the bad. I miss my
brother. And I hurt because of the pain I caused
after returning. I have sought and received
forgiveness. From my parents and sister. My
children and their mom have forgiven me. I am
at peace, but I still hurt. Tears are never far away.
Is it better to try not to feel the pain?
The best thing about my year in country was
the lifelong friends I made in Nam. People who
share combat share their souls with each other.
That was almost worth the time.
To all vets of all our wars, but especially
Vietnam vets…Welcome Home my brothers and
sisters.
And to the “Nursery” crew, who I flew and
partied with, I will always love you all.
Hooey
A note about PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder). I returned from Nam in 1972. About
1975 I got into group therapy at a Vets Center
in Riverside, CA. At that time, PTSD had not
been recognized for it’s severity. Previously
called Combat Fatigue, Battle Fatigue and other
monikers, the VA officially diagnosed me with
a “nervous condition” (later changed to PTSD)
but offered no help other than talking with other
Nam vets. Being with other vets helped me to
realize I was not alone in my pain and confusion.
I just had to cope.
For the next 25 years I coped. I felt the pain
but didn’t want to admit it. “I shouldn’t feel like
this. I didn’t have to go through the worst of the
fighting.” After all, my own brother and many
grunts like him were on the ground in the mud
and the blood (and not enough beer) and the
insects and poisonous snakes. I was flying over
them, watching the carnage. Hell, as aircrew, I
even slept in an air-conditioned BOQ. I denied
how I felt because “I shouldn’t be feeling this
way”. About 2003, my wife started noticing
my “nervousness” was getting worse. I didn’t
understand why. She suggested I talk to the VA
about PTSD. Out of approximately 25 symptoms
of PTSD, I had 23 of them. About the only thing
that didn’t ping on the PTSD scale was violence.
Thank God for that.
Every Vietnam vet, or any vet that has awakened
knowing that today I may not come back from
my mission, has to face life’s questions. What is
important? Each of us is effected, and experiences
and deals with our answers differently.
My values changed. My important values
became God first, family second and then others.
In actuality, by putting God and others first in
my life, I am putting myself first because my
priorities make me happy and at peace.

w COMMUNITY
Dutch Flat Pool Needs Donations
and Lifeguards
By Mike Mutto
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Golden Drift
Historical Society
Needs New
Members

By Sarah Fugate

Dutch Flat Pool in 1957
We are now beginning our yearly quest to
recruit lifeguards for the 2021 season. We really
need community support this year in this ongoing struggle to get applicants. As we have
offered in the past, anybody that can step up to
get certified will be fully reimbursed all of their
expenses once they are hired. There is also a
performance bonus awarded at the end of the
season to all of our lifeguards!

Anyone that gets certified will be
fully reimbursed for their expenses,
once they are hired as a Lifeguard.
We are in negotiations with Placer County HR
and the Parks Department to elevate the wages
for these part-time positions to make it more
desirable and worth it for any kids or adults that
would like to put in some paid time at the pool
this summer.
Please reach out to any and all of your
neighbors and friends to spread the word. If
you love our pool and want it open this summer,
get out and solicit some of our young or veteran
adults in the community to fill these positions.
Placer County will post the position on their
website in January as we will on local social
media groups. We are now, also, researching
the training class availability in the surrounding
areas for venues that will offer the prerequisite
Lifeguard certification classes, along with the
Title 22 first-aid class, that are required by

If you love our pool and want it open
this summer, solicit able-bodied
people to become Lifeguards.
Placer County. Prospective applicants can apply
with the County, as soon as the job is posted
with the training certifications pending while
the candidates make arrangements for, and
complete, their training. (Usually provided by
ARD.)
For any assistance or more information, please
contact Laura Glassco @ (916) 778-8308 or Mike
Mutto @ (530) 389-2902. We will be more than
happy to guide you through the County process

The Golden Drift Historical Society was
founded in 1986 by local residents, Matt Bailey,
Paul Cassady and Nicolaas Pansegrouw. They
formed the Society to establish and maintain a
Museum devoted to the history of the area, to
preserve and protect the historical character and
heritage of the community, and to undertake
related educational and cultural activities
designed to protect and improve our quality of
life.
Today, we continue to pursue this mission
by recruiting and educating docents to work in
the Museum, collaborating with Placer County
Museums Division to improve and expand our
Museum exhibits, working with Placer County
Building Department to maintain the historical
or answer any questions you might have. We character of our community, and offering
cannot emphasize more, how important the need historical and cultural events to inform and unite
is for community support in lifeguard recruiting our community.
for next season!
On another note, we are still engaged in the
tedious process with the County and State for
securing the Proposition 68 funding to build the
new bathroom facility. There are numerous last
minute hoops to jump through and challenges to
address in our venture to get the building work
started this winter. We now have to negotiate &
extend our operating agreement/lease with the
County two years before its expiration to satisfy
the State funding requirements. Hopefully this
will be resolved in a timely manner so that we
can put the work out to bid.
Without being able to hold our, now annual,
fundraising Bar B Que this year, we would
greatly appreciate any donations that any of you
This year, we developed and published a
all that are in the Christmas Spirit might consider
Walking Tour of Dutch Flat. It is a brochure with
a map and descriptions of many historical sites
Donations can be made to
throughout Dutch Flat. In 2021, we plan to install
“Friends of the Dutch Flat Pool”,
several more historical signs that correspond to
PO Box 414, Dutch Flat, CA 95714.
descriptions in the Walking Tour brochure.
From its inception, the Society has been
an
independent, self-governing Membership
to support the facility. Checks can be made out
to “Friends of The Dutch Flat Pool” and can be organization. Membership is open to all interested
mailed to us at PO Box 414, Dutch Flat, CA persons. Membership dues and supplemental
95714. All contributors will receive a thank you donations are used by the Society to educate
note from our 5013c Non-profit with our tax ID docents, maintain and improve the Museum and
its exhibits, develop and publish educational
# for tax purposes.
So, in closing folks, Laura and I are both sitting literature for the general public, offer events, and
by our phones waiting for potential applicants much more.
As our original Members pass away, we must
to call for support in applying for the lifeguard
positions that we need to fill to get the pool open have new Members to take their place, in order
to continue to serve our mission. Please visit
on Memorial Day 2021.
While you are all bundled up in layers, waiting our website, www.goldendrift.org, to become a
for snow & rain, keep in mind that sunshine is Member, or to renew your existing Membership.
around the corner, (along with an end to these We have annual Memberships for as low as $5.
Alternatively, watch your mail in January for
trying times). When that sunshine comes, we
our
2021 Membership Form. Please make your
will all be eager (and even more eager than ever)
to enjoy a more carefree and safe summer with check payable to GDHS and mail to PO Box 253,
Dutch Flat, CA 95714. Your dues and donations
all of our friends at the pool!
Happy Holiday’s from the Board of Director’s to the Society are tax deductible.
Once the risk of the coronavirus has passed, we
and wishing the best for everyone in the coming
will
open the Museum and host cultural events
New Year!
again. Until then, stay safe and stay healthy.
Mike Mutto / President

SAVE YOUR MONEY
Don’t buy home health
equipment or supplies until you
check the Dutch Flat Community
Center
We will gladly loan or
donate supplies
Wheelchairs * Walkers * Bedside supplies *
Crutches * Canes * commodes *
First aid and more
contact Roxane Bertell
530-389-8431

How’d you get here?
Jim Sanders

Oral Interview by Paul Myers
Story by Michelle Hancock

By Mia Monroe

Long-time, local resident Jim Sanders
Many of you may know Jim Sanders, a
consummate volunteer in Dutch Flat. He is a
hard worker and knows a little about everything.
He loves helping people, just like his father, Bill
Sanders, just for the thanks.
Jim was born in Atchison, Kansas in 1945.
In 1954, Jim moved with his family to San
Francisco, California. Jim’s father started his
own piano business, building, repairing and
selling pianos. His mother was a seamstress.
In 1962 Jim, who was only 17, wanted to enlist
in the Air Force. His parents signed a waiver
and Jim was shipped out to Taiwan to work as
a mechanic for the Special Forces. After serving
four years of active service, Jim came home
to San Francisco at age 22. He lived with his
parents for six to seven months before moving
to Pacifica on Adelaide Lane across from the
ocean. There were Beatniks, Hippies and Flower
(Power) Children in the Haight/Ashbury District
and the protests against the Vietnam War were
heating up. Jim fit into the lifestyle and played
Bongo’s with the Beatniks.
Jim’s parents, Bill and Margarite Sanders
loved Dutch Flat. Bill bought a cabin, on Monte
Vista Lane in Dutch Flat, from his Aunt Dorothy
in about 1965.
Jim’s parents moved to the cabin in Dutch
Flat in 1978. They added on two rooms to the
cabin, and built a piano shop downstairs. Jim’s
Dad was a handyman and a “Jack of all Trades”,
always busy helping people out. Jim wanted to
be just like his dad and would follow him around
to learn and help out.
Jim met Patsy Gealy at a square dance in the
1970s. They dated for five years before getting
married. Jim and Patsy raised four children.
Patsy had two children from a previous marriage,
a boy and a girl. After they were married, they
had a child of their own, and later raised a fourth
- a grandchild.
Jim and Patsy loved square dancing and going
to “hoe-downs.” They continued square dancing,
traveling to events. The weekends were very
special for the family. They brought the kids up
to visit their grandparents. Jim and the family
also loved the Dutch Flat community. Jim was
a city boy, but Dutch Flat was different. The
people were friendly, always greeted you and
were happy to see you. A small community of
people he liked and they all liked being with
people – “all wonderful people”, he said. He
loved the Fourth of July, the potlucks, the Dutch

Winter Wanderings
and Wonderment

Flat pool, breakfasts at the Odd Fellows, all the
community events.
Jim was an electrician by trade and commuted
from South Sacramento to Modesto every day.
Patsy got a job at the old YMCA in Sacramento
as a secretary. She loved that job and worked
there for 18 years before retiring.
Jim inherited the mountain home from his
parents and, after retirement in 2009, he and
Patsy moved to Dutch Flat. Jim and Patsy were
married 42 years and spent every day together,
but for maybe 5 days. Patsy died in June of 2015.
Jim loves volunteering and helping out in Dutch
Flat. Jim was on the Dutch Flat Community
Center Board from 2012-2017. He has done a lot
of work at the Community Center. One of the
projects he worked on with his cousin, Leland
Lyter, was repainting the lettering on the Towle
Brothers’ caboose, in front of the Community
Center. Jim and his cousin Leland also worked
on the new tennis court surface installation
project. Now, a group of people play Pickle Ball
on the court, regularly, including Jim, Another
big project, accomplished with the help of Tom
McDonnell and Marybeth Blackinton, was
replacing the old children’s playground and
fence.
Many projects were put on hold due to the
Covid-19 pandemic. But he, like all of us in
the surrounding community look forward to the
day when can all come together again for social
events and activities. We have missed being
together with neighbors and friends. But Jim is
encouraged and looking forward to the future,
getting out to do those projects, helping people
and volunteering in the community once again.
Thanks, Jim, for all you have done in our
community. Now you know your neighbor, Jim
Sanders.

End of November visit to our cabin was
classic fall! The chestnut leaves in the cemetery
crunched under foot, all the oaks and dogwoods
were mellow warm brown since the leaves still
lingered. Blue crisp sky and a few birds, squirrels
and chipmunks adding to their food supply. But
so dry, day after warm day.
The change of the seasons, from summer to
fall, has always been marked by the movement
of monarchs as they migrate over the Sierra,
through the American River canyon down
to the coast to overwinter in the mild beach
communities of Bodega, Bolinas, Stinson, Pacific
Grove and Santa Cruz. Like everything else this
year, the monarchs also are a dismal story. We
didn’t see them in the mountain meadows, in our
gardens or floating in to the western part of our
state. Were they, too, bothered by smoke? Did
the hot spells overheat them? Was it a challenge
finding milkweed to lay their eggs on to expand
the population and repopulate the west? Have
the winter forest refuges become few and far
between, maybe too cold and windy? Many
are out there as community scientists tracking
observations, check out iNat on your smart phone
to join this fun way to contribute knowledge!

Monarch Butterfly
What’s going on with monarchs? Many reasons,
I’m sure! But I sure miss the winged beauty of a
monarch butterfly, gracefully fluttering and easy
to recognize. An amazing story of migration
and metamorphosis and offering special ways to
connect with nature: plant a garden full of nectar
plants and native milkweed so you, too, might
see them arrive, then find the caterpillars a few
weeks later (but only on milkweed!) and then, be
prepared to say “ahhh” and run for your camera
when they next move to the chrysalis stage and
you see the jade green structure! Then the finale:
a monarch emerges to float on the breeze to seek
a mate, start the cycle and expand the population!
Nature in our midst!
In Dutch Flat we’re in the ideal elevation for
a special milkweed: heart milkweed (aka purple
milkweed), Asclepias cordifolia. Beautiful
flowers, essential for monarchs, right there for
them in late spring and possibly mid-summer
for another generation and then the pods open to
release the classic downy seeds in to the wind!
I’ll put a note up at the store bulletin board when
plants become available and an alert when time
to see them along Drum Power House Road,
down Emigrant Gap or at Windy Point.
Monarchs are in crisis but maybe we can each
help by offering them a garden to nectar and
breed, add beauty wonder and a lesson for our
kids, too... Learn more at savewesternmonarchs.
org
Now’s the time to deeply observe: what is the
shape and bark pattern on the bare trees? Who’s
left footsteps in the snow? The night sky draws
us out! What are the first plants to come up and
earliest blooms? Winter is a good time to try
one’s hand at nature journaling... Check out the
free classes at johnmuirlaws.com
One bit of good news this year is that nature
is healthy, being outdoors is safe and what
a time to become acquainted with our local
natural world. As Rachel Carson says, “Those
who contemplate the beauty of the earth find
reserves of strength that will endure as long as
life lasts. There is symbolic as well as actual
beauty in the migration of birds (and butterflies)
the ebb and flow of tides, the folded bud ready
for spring. There is something infinitely healing
in the repeated refrains of nature- the assurance
that dawn comes after night, and spring after the
winter.”
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Family fun outdoors, with masks and social distancing

Thoughts on COVID-19
By Madam Truefire
By now, its nine months and counting and
we’ve all experienced the uncertainties and
restrictions that have surrounded COVID-19.
This virus is still going strong, despite the
multitude of measures put in place in our attempt
to curb its spread.
As an expert in infectious diseases, I’ve spent
these nine months researching the validity of
all the claims and have found it quite daunting.
Here are my thoughts:
Bottom line: Dutch Flat, Alta and Gold Run
are not sterile, safe havens from the virus. The
belief that no rules need apply here is sheer
inaccuracy. The amount of misinformation
circulating is truly alarming.
Movies like “Outbreak” run out of budget
and end their flicks by curing the world with
one monkey’s blood. But in real life there isn’t
a magic fix to end this story quickly. Throw that
into the blender with politics, religious fervor,
boredom, and a few pebbles of truth and that’s
pretty much the “make it up as we go” route of
things right now. Oh and the perpetual chant:
The vaccine is coming, the vaccine is coming! It
will save us all!
But I’ve been in those trenches with more
than one infected monkey and when it spreads
like wildfire, the solution remains tedious and
sometime on a very distant horizon. Frankly, it
requires pulling out all stops to prevent further
surges. Roughly eight months ago, the World
Health Organization (WHO) declared the
coronavirus outbreak a pandemic. There were
118,000 cases in 114 countries, with more
than 90% of those infections reported in just
four countries. As of Friday in the first week
of September, there were more than 28 million
cases in 214 countries. December 4th stats
ran alarmingly beyond any “potential hoax”
possibility.
Morbidity from COVID-19 crosses many
lines. The very young, the old and the immunesuppressed are hardest hit and research has now
revealed many disturbing aspects regarding postCOVID organ damage, as well as, re infection.
It is now time to stay at home, again. People
with a lick of sense are doing the math, decreasing
the numbers of spewing virus by meeting at a
distance of, at the very least, six feet with other
friends who are also being “safe”.
I say we stand up and give ourselves, all of us,
a huge standing ovation. COVID doubters aside,
I’ve observed large amounts of compassion and
patience and prayer, unfortunately mixed with
anger and nonsense. We are finding our attitudes
and beliefs in a giant blender at the moment. But,
what are we learning?
It won’t kill any of us to be kind, call a friend
or neighbor in quarantine and offer a cheerful
conversation, not a distant text. As for all the
sadness and dying alone, and standing outside
windows of elderly folks in lock-down, that’s
real. So are the evictions and shutdowns of good,
local business.

I call for a Regroup.
Small towns like ours need to have lists of
people living alone. A lot of those that do live
alone are feisty, older folks who, most of the
time, can handle things. Still, it really helps to
know there is a backup somewhere and not just
our dear church folks. We frankly are a nation
in peril and we need to take care of our own,
whatever that means.
In our own area, churches regrouped with
Sunday services on Zoom and Facebook, and
the Pioneer Union church established wonderful
drive-in sermons. The Alta food bank at the
Sierra Baptist parking lot saved lots of people
struggling to make it economically. Still, the
need to hug and hold and gather closely is given
its own space. As for isolation: prayer groups are
meeting healthy distances apart, in small groups,
and on Internet and smart phone apps like Zoom.
I’ve deliberately left the wonderful, “ I won’t
give up my freedom”, and “ I won’t be a sissy
and wear a mask” comments out of this. Keep
it up and we will have continued lock-downs
for a very long time. I’m applauding the stores
that now, not only put a sign up about wearing
masks, but don’t let those that resist in without
one. Frankly, it has nothing to do with freedom,
amendments, or politics. And signs that say, “We
shoot people who wear masks”, are not funny.
They are just plain stupid and the sentiment is
scary.
Masks reduce dosage of spread. If you are
asymptomatic, you can still spread the virus. The
primary spread mechanism is through droplets
exhaled while speaking, shouting and singing in
close proximity to one another. It is time to pony
up and care for those around you.
Vaccines will not be available for awhile.
Ivermectin is known to help. Zinc, Vitamin C,
and a whole lot of healthy living also reduce
morbidity. Cuddling and hugging are NOT
HEALTHY, right now.
I never thought I’d end this article with the trite
phrase, “We are all in this together”, but we are.
Lots of folks up here in the woods are battling
cancer, diabetes, pneumonia and the like. The
healthy young people that prance around without
masks, when it is such a simple prevention and
care option, mystify me. It’s so simple. Just
wear a mask until the virus decreases. With a
disease like COVID-19, everyone of us needs
to EMBRACE COMPASSION for one another.
Let’s row in the same direction until it goes
away. And if it doesn’t go away, keep on rowing.
The latest numbers in our area:
Alta: 10 cases
Dutch Flat: less than 6 cases
Emigrant Gap: less than 6 cases
Colfax: 97 cases
Applegate: 41 cases
Auburn: 420 cases
Source: placer.ca.gov

Dutch Flat Community Center
933 Stockton Street,
P. O. Box 14
Dutch Flat CA 95714
Membership form
Name________________________________________________________________
Address ______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
City __________________________________ State _________ Zip ______________
Phone ________________________________________________________(optional)
E-mail________________________________________________________________
(optional - We’ll send you updates on events, activities and volunteer requests)
Donation amount: $ ________
Check __________ Credit Card __________________________ exp date ________
			

Billing zip code _____________		

3-digit CID __________

PLEASE MAIL YOUR DONATION TO THE DUTCH FLAT COMMUNITY CENTER,
P. O. BOX 14, DUTCH FLAT CA 95714

The Dutch Flat Community Center is a registered 501(c)(3) charitable organization and
all donations are tax deductible (TIN 68-0484699).

REMEMBERING
Rick Sims
Richard (Rick) M. Sims III, a California judge
and fifth-generation Californian, died on Dec. 17
in Kona, Hawaii from complications of a rare
degenerative disorder. He was 77.
Born in Oakland, California, Sims grew
up in Marin County and spent his summers
in Dutch Flat, California, a small town in the
Sierra Nevada to which Sims remained close
throughout his life. During adolescence, Sims
raised Holstein heifers for the 4-H club and
earned the rank of Eagle Scout in the Boy Scouts.
He graduated from Redwood High School in
Larkspur, California in 1961 and with honors
from Amherst College in Massachusetts in 1965.
He was subsequently awarded the Charles Rugg
Fellowship to study law at The Harvard Law
School, where he was elected Class Marshall by
his graduating classmates in 1968.
After law school, Sims joined VISTA and
lived and worked as a volunteer attorney on
skid row of San Francisco. In 1972, he served as
General Council to the San Francisco Sheriff’s
Department under the reform Sheriff Richard
Hongisto. In 1974, Sims joined the San Francisco
law firm Thelen, Marrin, Johnson & Bridges,
where he was made partner in 1978.
California Governor Jerry Brown appointed
Sims to the Placer County Superior Court in
1980 and to the Third District Court of Appeal in
Sacramento in 1982. Sims served as an Associate
Justice on the Court of Appeal for 28 years until
his retirement in 2010. During his tenure, Sims
served as the Chairman of the Ethics Committee
of the California Judges Association, was a
member of the State-Federal Judicial Council,
and was the architect and first Committee
Chairman of the Third District Court of Appeal
Appellate Mediation Program.
In addition to career accomplishments, Sims
is remembered for prioritizing relationships with
friends and family. Sims and Georgiana (Gigi)
Carroll married in 1975 and had two children:
Peter in 1976 and Christopher (Christo) in 1978.
Rick and Gigi raised their children in the Sierra
Nevada foothills, during which Rick dedicated
countless hours to supporting his children’s
various pursuits, from academics, to scouting, to
ski racing.
Rick and Gigi divorced amicably in 2003, and
Sims married Linda Wallihan of Sacramento,
California in 2004. For the next 16 years,
Rick and Linda remained largely inseparable:
traveling the world, embracing song and dance,
and entertaining countless family and friends
with their jovial spirit.
In 2014, Sims was diagnosed with melanoma
cancer, and he and Wallihan moved to San Diego
to treat the cancer with new immunotherapy
drugs. The treatment killed the cancer but also
left Sims with a rare degenerative condition that
increasingly inhibited his ability to walk and
talk. Wallihan provided unceasing care during
this period, and the couple eventually settled on
a coastal bluff in the small town of Laupahoehoe,
Hawaii, where Rick spent the final stages of his
life overlooking the Pacific Ocean.
Sims is remembered fondly by family, friends,
and colleagues for his zest for life, his love of his
family, his humor and wit, his passion for justice,
and his commitment to cultivating friendships
across the social milieu. To those who knew him,
Sims was a singular character: equally erudite
and down-to-earth, serious and ebullient, acute
and self-deprecating. He was also a lover of the
outdoors and never felt more at home than while
hiking in the Sierra Nevada or western Marin,
landscapes that he had known and loved since
his youth.
Sims is preceded in death by his brother
Robert Sims and sister Alice Sims and survived
by his wife Linda Wallihan, sons Peter Sims
and Christo Sims, former wife Gigi Sims, sister
Elizabeth Lorang, brother-in-law Joseph Lorang,
granddaughter Riley Sims, daughter-in-law
Paloma Checa Gismero, nephew Nick Lorang,
and a boisterous crew of cousins spawning from
the Bundschu family of Sonoma, California.
Memorial arrangements will be held in Dutch
Flat, California at a time to be announced, most
likely in summer 2021.
In lieu of flowers, the family prefers memorial
contributions to the Dutch Flat Community
Center.
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BobI am contacting you because of your position
as President of the DF Community Center. You
may or may not know that I grew up in Dutch
Flat. I have enjoyed, participated in, and helped
organize the July 4th celebrations.
As disappointing as it was that the parade had
to be canceled this year, I was relieved because
of Covid-19 concerns and I commend the DFCC
board for that decision.
I recently received my copy of “Community”
and was shocked to see the front page with a photo
of a large group of people on the church steps,
along with an article which not only reminisced
about past parades but also seemed to be flaunting
and reveling in the fact that state health guidance
had been ignored (“independence from England
and Sacramento”.) Know that I think the world
of Margie, Mike, Laura, Kim and Abe, and
although I don’t agree with them on the subject
of the parade, my concern right now is not with
them.
My issue is that the paper, published by the
Community Center, seems to endorse or even
encourage ignoring state safety guidelines.
Sarah is great, and I appreciate her taking on
“Community”, however, I feel that it was a
mistake to use that paper to celebrate something
that had the potential to cause serious harm to
community members, whether they were in
attendance for the photo shoot or not.
As I said, I grew up in this town and
understand why so many people love it here.
It is not just because of the beauty, but because
our commitment to community has always
been strong (that is why we named the paper
“Community”). A big part of that commitment
is because we have always looked out for and
taken care of each other, something that the front
page of “Community” seemed to be mocking
when it comes to this pandemic.
Thanks for listening to my concerns.
Toni Fonseca

Dear Editors,
I’m a bit dismayed at the unattributed article
entitled “Placer County Declares End of Local
Covid-19 Emergency” in the Fall 2020 edition.
As the article has no by-line or other source, a
reader can only assume that it was taken from...
we have no idea. In this day of news bots and
false news sources and debatable “facts,” it
is highly unacceptable to do this, even for a
small hometown newspaper. And the supposed
article has absolutely no balance or any mention
of how divisive that Board of Supervisors
decision was, nor how it came about with the
coordinated, prepared help of an anti-vaccine
group and Supervisor Kirk Uhler. I was one of
the many Placer County residents who could
not get through the jammed phone lines during
the meeting last week to register my extreme
displeasure with the board’s dismissal of the
state of emergency. As you see, the community
is definitely not 100% behind that decision. A
small amount of investigation would show just
how objectionable that decision was to many
local Placer County residents.
I understand that you run a very small-town
newspaper and I applaud your doing so: it is a
lovely feature of this community. However, in
these partisan times, it would be best to wholly
avoid such unattributed and unbalanced “news”
articles, especially when they hide behind
anonymity.
Thank you for taking the time to read this
letter. And again, thank you for publishing the
Community paper.
Sandy Bieler

CHRISTMAS EVE
CANDLELIGHT
SERVICE
Pioneer Union Church is hosting
a Christmas Eve Candlelight
service.
Where: 30930 Gold Run Rd,
Gold Run, CA 95717
When: Tuesday, December 24th,
6pm to 7pm.
Contact: 530-388-5575

